CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

This study is about the deconstructive analysis in “Maleficent” movie. Deconstructive is a kind of approaches which is always looking for the hidden thing and meaning of context include in a movie. It believes many centers in a structure to open a big possibility in analyze and observe the textual context and find out a new view which is different from the previous thing, such as a new perception about a character inside. “Maleficent” is an American movie which is popular in the early of 2014. This study analyze the “Maleficent” movie through the deconstructive approach which is focus in three concept, they are the concept of motherhood, the concept of heroism and the concept of witch.

In the first concept about motherhood it is found that the figure of the Knotgrass, Flittle and Thistletwit as a figures of motherhood in this movie. Someone who does not even have a child but have a desire to always protect, care for and treat a child. Characters of the three pixies in the movie were showing that the sacrifice, struggle and an incredible of patient for sixteen years raising Aurora into a beautiful and a brave girl is not impossible with their basic as fairies who do not know anything to take care a humans’ child.

The second concept is about heroism, the character of Maleficent in this movie is not show as a real hero. This title is worthy owned by Diaval. Diaval is a figure who appears in simplicity, but finally his sacrifice, loyalty
and integrity towards other characters such as Maleficent and Princess Aurora were make Diaval present as the real hero in Maleficent movie. Through Diaval’s characteristic it is proving a hero is not always someone who has a great powers and special abilities

And the last is about the concept of witch in Maleficent character. It is show a new view and perception about witch, that the witch is not always evil. A witch is like a fairy, both of them have a magic power but a witch is when the heart filled by envy, hatred and revenge to others and it impact and caused a problem for the others. True love not only between a girl to a boy like what people thought in generally but true love is when appear a feel to protect, to take care, to looking after, to educating, to give the best for people without think about the reward for what that have been give.

These three concepts are finding in “Maleficent” movie through the deconstructive approach. It is a new perception which is different from the previous perception about the characters inside the story line. It new evidence that through the deconstructive approach it can show there are many view points and sides in every single moment in this world. Everything has a good and a bad side, it is all depend how people can open their mind in value something whit consider many things before do the judging.
**Suggestion**

In conducting a research surely is not an easy thing. There are some difficulties faced by the researcher, but also there are a lot of interesting things inside. In doing an analysis, furthermore in analyzing a character based on the already concept is teach the researcher and others to be more independently in thinking and valuing someone with considers many value of aspects of the life. From this study the researcher suggest to the reader to be willing to learn about the deconstructive. It gives an opportunity for everyone to improve and create billion brilliant though and ideas based on the approach or strategy which is applied in the study. Everyone including the researcher is can find a lot of valuable lesson from deconstructive approach.

Moreover, this study expected to be a reference for students or public who will conduct the research in the field of literary works, especially in the literary criticism. Hopefully the next study in this field could be better in analyzing literary works, and ultimately the development of literary criticism is getting better in the teaching and learning of literary for students and it can be known by public. The last, researcher is profusely apologizing for some writing mistakes and deficiencies may be found in this study.
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